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SPHERICAL SUMMABILITY

OF DIFFERENTIATED MULTIPLE FOURIER SERIES1

M. J. KOHN

Abstract. We prove a theorem on the Bochner-Riesz summability of formally

differentiated multiple Fourier series.

1. Suppose fit) is a periodic function of a single variable. Let S[f] be its Fourier

series and let Sir\f] be the series obtained by formally differentiating S[f] r times.

The following result, see [6, vol. II, p. 60], is well known: If fit^) has an rth

symmetric derivative equal to s then 5(r)[/] is summable (C, a) at t0 to sum s provided

a > r.

In this paper we establish a p-dimensional analogue to the preceding result. For

functions of several variables we use a definition of "weighted symmetric deriva-

tive" based upon taking weighted spherical averages and expanding them into

power series. The weights we use are surface harmonics.

In p dimensions let x = (x,, . . . , xp), n = (n„ . . ., np), x' = |x|~'x, Tp = {x E

Ep\ - m < x¡ <m, i = 1, . . . ,p), and 2 = {x E Ep\ \x\ = 1}. Let ü(i\) be a

surface harmonic of order v; that is, the restriction to S of a polynomial that is

harmonic and homogeneous of degree v. Let r be an integer of the form r = t> +

2k, where k is a nonnegative integer. Suppose F(x) is defined in a neighborhood of

x0 E Ep. We will say F(x0) has an rth iï-derivative equal to s if F is integrable over

each sphere |x — x0| = t, for / small, and if

(2*)-'/2/ F(x0 + tr,)Q(V)ds(V)
1)62

f+2+ ■ • ■ +artr + o(tr) (1-1)

as r -» 0, where

2-P/2-

'     ((r-v )/2)\T((r + v + p)/2)

and ds(v¡) represents the element of (p — l)-dimensional surface area.

The previous definition is taken from [3] where the following result is proved:

Suppose P(x) is a harmonic polynomial homogeneous of degree v and let ß(ij) be the

restriction of P(x) to S. Let r = v + 2k where k is a nonnegative integer. If F(x) and
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ail partial derivatives of F of order < r + 1 are continuous in a neighborhood of

x0 E Ep, then F(x0) has an rth Sl-derivative with value P(grad)AkF(x0).

Now let F(x) be defined for x E Tp. Let S[F] denote the multiple Fourier series

of F. If P(x) is a polynomial for x E Ep, let P(D)S[F] denote the series obtained

by formally applying the differential operator P(D) to S[F].

We will say a multiple trigonometric series 2c„ exp(/n • x) is Bochner-Riesz-/?

summable at xn to s if

lim     2   cn exp(i'n • x)<p(|n|/R) = s (1.2)
R-»oo neZ*

where

v(m) = ( (1 - u2f    if 0 < « < 1,
I 0 if u > 1.

Theorem. Let P(x) be a harmonic polynomial homogeneous of degree v and let

ß(ij) be the restriction of P(x) to the unit sphere. Let r be a number of the form

r = v + 2k, where k is a nonnegative integer. Suppose F(x0) has an rth ii-derivative

equal to s. Then P(D)kkS[F] is Bochner-Riesz-ß summable at x0 to s, provided

ß > r + (p - l)/2.

This theorem has been proven when v = r = 0 in [1] and when v = 0, r > 0 in

[4]. The proof here is based on a modification of the arguments from [1] and [4].

2. Proof of the Theorem. We are given

(2,7)-'/2 f     F(x0 + tvMrids^)
Jves,

= avf + ar+2t"+2 + ■ ■ ■ +artr + o(tr)

as I -» 0. We may assume without loss of generality, see [4],  that av = a„+2

= • • • = a, = 0. Hence

as / -> 0. Let

Then

(2w)-'/2 f     F(x0 + rr,)ß(T,)A(r,) = o(f) (2.1)
•'iieS

S[F] -   2   cne"-x.

P(D)AkS[F] =   2  (-i)k\n\2kP(in)cneinx.
neis

Let

"*(*) =   2   (-\)k\n\2kP(in)cne^(\ - \n\2/R2f
\n\<R

=   2   (-l)*|n|2*/>(inKe'"-XM//î). (2-2)
nez*

We must show oR(x) —> 0 as R -» oo.
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We begin by establishing the following relation:

<*(*) = (-l)*R,+ 1f   Fa(x,t)H¿Rt)dt (2.3)
•'n

where

Fa(x, t) = (2mYP'2 f     F(x + ft,)0(t,)A(i,) (2.4)

and

Hv(c) = cp/2 i™ur+p/2<p(u)J,+Cp_2)/2(cu) du. (2.5)
•'0

We first prove (2.3) for the special case when F(x) is an exponential monomial,

F(x) = exp(/n • x). In this case,

°r(x) = (-l)'£|«|2'c/J(/n)exp(in • x)<p(|n|/R) (2.6)

and

FQ(x, t) = (2,r)-'/2 f     e^'^Kti^Mri)
Jr,eX

= einx(2m)-p/2 f     e'"-ft,ñ(T,)ú!s(i7). (2.7)
•SjeZ

The last integral on the right of (2.7) can be evaluated by the Funk-Hecke

theorem, see [2, p. 181]: i/£ E 2 andfih) is continuous for -1 < h < 1 then

f    f(è-VMv)ds(v)
•SieZ

We apply (2.8) with £ = n' = |n|"'n and/(«) = exp(i|n|in). Then

/     exp(/'/j ■ tt])U(-q)ds(r]) = I     fin' • t¡)íl(7})ds(r¡)

- ^„a2-+1^-1)/2(i|n|/)-

-ß(w)r(„ + (P-i)/2)

r'e'l"!'^! - /j2)'+^-3)/2 ¿«. (2.9)
i

The last integral on the right can be evaluated by formula 4 of [5, p. 48]. We get

"3)/2 dhÇe^'h(\ - h2y+(p-

Y(v + (p - l)/2) ,      .
vr + (f-2)/2y» + (/-2)/2(l"IO- (2.10)

ff-»/2(i/2|«|r)'

Combining (2.7), (2.9), and (2.10), we obtain

Fa(x, t) = einxü(n')r(\n\t)-lJv+l(W\t), (2.11)

where I = (p — 2)/2.

We next use Hankel's repeated integral, see [5, p. 456]: if g(u) is continuous at s

and if J^g(u)ul/2 du < oo then
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Jr co /»co
cJr+,(cs) dc j    g(u)Jy+l(cu)u du.

o •'o

We use this formula with g(s) = <p(s)sr+l. Then

<p(s)s'+l = f*cJ,+l(cs) dcr<p(u)u'+'Jr+l(cs)u du.
Jo Jo

Hence

<p(s) = s-'-' [°°c-'j,+l(cs)H¿c) dc
Jq

where H^(c) is defined by (2.5). Therefore

<p(/r'|«|) = (R-^r-'fc-'j^cRM)^) dc.
Jo

We change variables in the last integral, letting c = Rt. We get

m(/r'|„|) = (R->\n\r-'r(Rt)-'jp+l(\n\<)Hv(R<)Rdt
Jo

= JRr+1|n|-'/OO(|n|0-'¿+/(|n|0//v(R/)*. (2.12)

Returning to (2.6),

aR(x) = (-l^lnl^iníexpíin ■ x)<p(/r'|n|)

= (-l)V|n|"+2*fi(n')exp(in. x)<p(R-l\n\)

= (-\)kR^rFa(x,t)Hq>(Rt)dt,
Jo

by (2.11). This establishes (2.3) for the special case when F(x) is an exponential

monomial. In the general case, formula (2.3) can be proved for arbitrary F(x) using

an approximation process. The argument is given in detail in the proof of Theorem

V of [1] and is omitted here.

We next simplify H^(c) by first changing variables and then using formula (1)

from [5, p. 373].

W = c'+i Cu'+>+\(u)Jv+l(»c) du
Jo

= c'+l f V+/+1(l - u2)ßJr+l(uc) du
Jo

= c'+l r/2cos2^+x 9 sinr+,+ 1 9JP+I(uc) du
Jo

= c/+1 r^cos2^1 0(1 - cos2 0)*sin'+'+1 9Jv+l(c sin 9) d9
Jo

= 2 (-iy( k)c'+i ("/2cos2J+2ß+l 9 sin"+/+1 ft/,+/(c sin 9) dB

= 2 {-\y(k\c,+ ^^Y(j + ß+ l)c<-e-Vv+l+ß+j+x(c)
,-o        \J >

= ?, Ajc'-e-Jjr+l+ß+j+x(c). (2.13)
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We now complete the proof of the Theorem. By (2.3) and (2.13),

Or(x) = (-l)kRr+1 fF0(x, t)H9(Rt) dt
Jo

k

= 2 (-VkAkRr+l rFa(x,t)(Rt)'-ß-JJv+l+ß+j+x(Rt) dt.
j=o Jo

We will show each term of the last sum tends to 0.

F1X7 and fix 5 > 0. Let R > 8~l. Then

/T+1 /"°Va(x, t)(Rt)'-ß-JJp+l+J+l(Rt) dt

= Rr+l fï/R+ R'+1 f *   + R'+l f°°= I + II + HI.
■'0 J\/R JS

To estimate I we use the inequality \Js(z)\ < A\z\s, for |z| < 1.

/ = /r+1 C/Ro(r)(Rt)'-ß-Jo(Rty+l+ß+J+l dt
Jo

= /r+2/+"+2 f1/Ro(tr+2l+*+l) dt = 0(1),

•'o

as R -» oo.

To estimate II we use the inequality \Js(z)\ < A\z\~l/2 for |z| > 1.

II = Rr+1 (S  o(tr)(Rt)'~ß~J0(Rtyl/2 dt
J\/R

= Rr*i-ß-J*\/2 [*   ^r + t-ß-J-l/2) ¿, = o(1)>

J\/R

as R -» oo.

For the estimate of III we recall that F(x) is periodic, so if X > 0 then

/•S + X+l

j \Fa(x, t)\ dt < C.

|III| < /T+1 f   fS+X+l\FQ(x, t)\(Rt)'-ß-jO(Rty1/2 dt

<Rr+l 2 C-(R(8 + X))'-ß-J-l/2

A-0

= Ri+'-*-J+W f C(8 + X)'~ß-J-1/2 = o(l),
x-o

as R -» oo. Note we needed ß > r + (p — l)/2 for the estimates of II and III. This

completes the proof of the theorem.
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